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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The Mango Hill Infrastructure Development Control Plan (DCP) provides for the creation
of a sector within a precinct. The area of the sector may be chosen by the principal
developer. The principal developer must then prepare a sector plan and lodge it with
Council for approval in accordance with the relevant provisions of the DCP.

1.2 A sector plan is the final plan in the plan making process. Its purpose is to provide the
code of development for the land in the sector. It will form the basis for assessment of
development applications and self assessable development.

To the extent this sector plan provides development requirements which are inconsistent
with those in the planning local laws, policies and codes, the requirements in this
sector plan prevail as provided by clause of the DCP.

1.4 To the extent this sector plan does not provide development requirements, then the
provisions of the planning scheme relevant to the particular form of development will
apply as also provided by clause of the DCP.

1.5 The principal developer has created a sector to be known for planning purposes as
Residential Sector Sixty. This document constitutes the Sector Plan for Residential
Sector Sixty.

1.6 The location of the sector within the DCP area and the Southern Golf Residential Precinct
(the precinct) is shown on Figure 1.

1.7 Southern Golf Residential Precinct Plan No. 025 outlines the intents and performance
criteria to be complied with in the development of the sector. This sector plan outlines
acceptable solutions which, if satisfied by development, will in turn achieve the
requirements of the precinct plan.

2.0 Sector Plan Context

2.1 Residential Sector Sixty covers the part of the northern portion of the Southern Golf
Residential Precinct (Plan No. 025). It is bound by the balance of Southern Golf
Residential Precinct (Plan No. 025), Hilltop Residential Precinct (Plan No. 029) and the

Course. The sector forms part of the Urban Residential Area land use element. The
location of the sector within the precinct is shown on Figure 2.

2.2 The area of the sector is approximately 4.646ha. This total area includes areas to be
dedicated for roads and parks as well as the residential lots.

2.3 The plan in Figure 3 shows the final boundary of the Urban Residential Area land use
element relative to this sector. The Proposed Metes and Bounds Description of the sector
is provided in Annexure A.
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3.0 General Desired Environmental Outcomes

3.1 General

In relation to the land use element of Urban Residential Area, the DCP states the
following general desired environmental outcomes:

to establish residential villages that have a high level amenity and sense of

(b) to villages that are appropriately designed in the context of
ecological sustainability and a range types that are conveniently
located with respect to spaces public transport.

3.2 Specific

The DCP provides a number of specific desired environmental outcomes for the Urban
Areas element as outlined below:

(a) To promote a diverse, innovative and highly choice in low, standard and
medium density housing in accordance with community aspirations, needs and

(b) residential villages are linked to the major public
transport services and through safe, convenient, legible local
street path

(c) provide residential villages which on local space situated
conveniently to local facilities, including education and recreation
facilities, convenience shopping and open

promote a community with a high standard residential amenity characterised
by convenience, accessibility, privacy, high design and integrated
planning.

(e) To ensure visual integration residential development with the natural
environment, including development responsiveness to the topography, drainage
patterns and remnant stands o f vegetation.

To ensure the development o f urban residential areas includes appropriate
environmental protection measures and the potential o f incompatible land
uses or transport corridors are

To ensure urban residential areas develop and in
residential villages, serviced with the and engineering infrastructure

for achieving a high standard residential and o f life
residents.
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4.0 Intent

4.1 Clause 6.2 of the DCP provides an outline of the planning intent for the Urban
Residential Area, including the following summary:

urban residential area is intended to a wide range of
housing needs in a variety styles and densities to reflect the
prevailing market Residential development will occur in a
collection residential villages a range being low,
standard and medium density. Each village will focus on a centrally
located village park. Villages are to developed having
particular regard to the and provision
engineering and

4.2 The planning intent for Residential Sector Sixty is to provide for a range of premium
dwellings on lots greater than Residents will be situated close to the district and
local playing fields and a Local Community Facilities node to the north west of the
sector. Local parks will be centrally located for most of the residents. In addition, a
village park will be centrally located to serve the sector. The extent of open space to be
provided in and adjoining this sector would be expected to satisfy the main recreational
and leisure needs of residents.

5.0 Development and Landscape

5.1 Development Concept

Residential Sector Sixty is proposed to be developed as a high quality, mixed residential
community forming an integral part of the North Lakes development. It will comprise
premium housing on lots greater than as provided for in the DCP (refer Figures 7a
and 7b).

The Proposed Plan of Subdivision for the sector is shown in Figure 4. This plan
identifies the following key land use elements:

(i) Part of a residential village accommodating 49 lots;

(ii) Two Local Parks of approximately and

(iii) One Linear Park of approximately

(iv) An internal road network offering high connectivity and safe and convenient access
for local traffic, and occupying the balance of the sector area.

The broad principles for residential planning and design are outlined in Hilltop
Residential Precinct Plan. More specific development and urban design principles behind
the residential layout concept for this sector include the following:
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(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

Premium residential development including no lots less than
Provision of a strong sense of arrival to the sector through an entry statement at
the roundabout intersection of Endeavour Boulevard extension;
Incorporation of a modified grid road layout with high connectivity and
responsiveness to topography;
Inclusion of street planting and attractive streetscapes for housing within the
sector;
Provision for a possible bus route through the southern portion of the
Location of small lot housing generally on more gentle topography;
Location of larger lots generally on steeper topography; and
Streets aligned to minimise rear drainage where practicable.
Special attention is to be taken in relation to landscape treatments at the golf
course interface to ensure good exposure to the open space within the golf
course; and
The interface treatment should be a combination of golf frontage lots, road and
park where appropriate.

5.2 Landscape Concept

The landscape structure and treatment of the sector is shown in conceptual form on
Figure 6. The principal spatial elements or key areas of the Landscape Concept Plan for
the wider precinct as applied to the sector may be summarised as follows:

(i) Local Park: two local parks will be located included in the sector located within the
sector. These parks will serve the open space needs of dwellings within a 200 metre
catchment in accordance with DCP residential planning

(ii) park: One linear park will be included in the sector. The park will serve the
open space needs of dwellings within 200 metre catchment in accordance with
DCP residential planning principles.

(iii) Streetscape Planting: roads are to be planted with street trees as indicated in
notional terms on the Sector Landscape Plan, which is a more detailed
interpretation of the Landscape Concept Plan for the Southern Golf Residential
Precinct. This may include wider than minimum standards for some road reserves
and the off−setting of carriageways within standard road reserves to allow widened
verges for the retention of existing trees and/or planting of additional street trees.
Such treatments are intended to enhance the landscape structure of important
road/visual linkages.

As part of the overall landscape strategy for the sector the natural features, such as the
gently sloping topography, existing drainage lines and ridge lines, have been recognised.
This site responsive approach to residential planning will be enhanced by landscape
plantings within private gardens, and along public road reserves, as well as within
proposed parkland.

The use of native species as the predominant plantings will visually reflect the existing
natural setting of the DCP area, as well as offering benefits o f reduced maintenance and

requirements (refer B). In addition, exotic and flowering species
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used as feature planting, for example, to announce entries to the sector, distinguish
roadway networks and provide visual interest and contrast in parks and gardens.

Where appropriate, park and street and lighting will be utilised in addition to
landscaping to create more liveable spaces for residents. These elements will be unified
throughout the Southern Golf Residential Precinct and other adjacent residential precincts
to establish a common

6.0 Land Use

6.1 Clause 2.4.9 of the DCP requires the final specification of land use rights for land in a
sector to be chosen from the supplementary Tables of Development in the DCP for each
land use element. If a purpose set out in column B of a supplementary Table of
Development is not nominated for land in the sector, then that purpose thereafter for that
land becomes development (column

6.2 Land within the sector may be used for the purposes specified in column A of the
respective supplementary Table of Development for the Urban Residential Area element
which is the subject of this sector plan.

6.3 The following purposes set out in column B of the supplementary table of development
for the Urban Residential Areas element and the Open Space element are permissible
purposes for land in this sector (i.e. they become column C purposes).

6.4 The Supplementary Table of Development (Urban Residential Areas Element) setting out
the final specification of land use rights for land in this sector is contained in
Annexure C.
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7.0 Development Requirements

7.1 Introduction

Clause 24.2 of the DCP requires a sector plan to specify development requirements for
land in the sector. Clause of the DCP provides that to the extent a sector plan does
not make these provisions, then the provisions of the planning scheme for that particular
form of development will prevail.

7.2 General Requirements for all Development

The requirements for development in the planning scheme apply to
development in this sector, except where inconsistent with requirements specified in
clause or the design and siting guidelines in Section 8 or where relaxations
granted in accordance with Section 10 of this sector plan.

For the purposes of this clause, where relevant:

(i) references in the planning scheme to a zone are to be taken as a reference to the
Special Development

(ii) references in the planning scheme to an attached flat are to be taken as a
reference to an associated unit; and

(iii) references in the planning scheme to a multiple dwelling are to be taken as a
reference to apartments.

7.3 Specific Requirements

The following requirements apply to development within this sector:

7.3.1 Lot Number and Size

The maximum number of developable lots is 49, excluding proposed park and
road reserves. Only one detached house is on each lot.

The minimum area of each residential lot type is to be as specified in Table 1.
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7.3.2 Vehicular and Pedestrian Access

Vehicular Access locations are shown on the Sector Plan Map for
smaller lots, and certain larger lots where special locational circumstances
dictate the need for more specific access requirements. Other access point
locations are acceptable where:
(i) the garage is not built to a zero lot line; or
(ii) site specific issues warrant a different driveway location (e.g. as a

response to land form, works or manoeuvrability
for vehicles).

.2 Where optional vehicular access locations are shown on a lot (e.g. a
lot), only one access point is to be

.3 Restricted Lot Access is highlighted on the Sector Plan Map. Driveways to
lots are not permitted along those highlighted

.4 Provision for pedestrian access must be made within the sector as shown
indicatively on the Sector Landscape Plan.

.5 Additional pedestrian pathways provided in locations and to details
approved by Council.

7.3.3 and Glare

No person will cause, carry out or erect a light source in such a
that light emanating from the source is a nuisance.

.2 All lighting other than public lighting (e.g. road lighting) is to comply
with Control o f the obtrusive outdoor lighting.
The curfew hours applicable to this sector plan − 6am, unless
otherwise varied by Council.

.3 Lighting must provide the level of illumination necessary for safe
vehicular and pedestrian movement through the sector.

.4 Where provided within landscaped areas, the choice and location of
lighting must allow for plant and tree growth and, not become
obscured as the landscape matures.

.5 Permanent strobe, laser, flashing, oscillating, moving or alternating lights
are not permitted.

North Lakes Development Page of
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7.3.4 Rain Water Tanks

Where a rain water tank is proposed, the following requirements are to be
satisfied:

All rain water tanks greater than 9m2 in area are to be located underground.

.2 All rain water tanks are to be located to ensure the tank is not visible from
the street or adjoining areas of public open space, and does not obstruct
private open space areas on the lot. Unfinished metal rain water tanks of
any size are not permitted. Locating rainwater tanks of any size
underground is encouraged.

7.3.5 Noise Attenuation Measures for Housing next to Major Roads

For dwellings abutting Major Roads, a noise fence (or other
suitable treatment as proposed by a qualified acoustic consultant − such as
an earth mound) is required to be constructed on the boundary of the
sector in order to reduce noise levels on those dwellings.

.2 Where dwellings abutting Major Roads are elevated above the ground or
are two storey design, the predicted long term traffic noise levels may
exceed 63dB(A). To minimise intrusion noise into these dwellings
they are to be designed to Categories 3 or 4 as defined in Australian
Standard AS3671−1989. Residents / builders should seek advice from a
person expert in dwelling design which reduces noise intrusion.

Setback to trunk sewer

.1 Where lots adjoin the trunk sewer as indicated on the Sector Plan
figures, a 6 metre building setback is required where sewer is deeper
than 3 metres. This includes a setback for structures such as pools, etc.

North Lakes Development Page 12 of 51
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8.0 Design and Guidelines

The Southern Golf Residential Precinct Plan provides a comprehensive range of design
intents and performance criteria for residential development which must be complied
with in the development of Residential Sector Sixty. In addition to the precinct plan
general criteria and by way of further elaboration on design intentions, a range of detailed
residential design and siting guidelines have been included in this sector plan and are
considered by Council to be acceptable solutions which are consistent with the
performance criteria o f the Queensland Residential Design Guidelines (QRDG).

As a standard residential development, the following guidelines relate to development on
residential lots throughout the sector and, as stated above, represent acceptable solutions
to a range of residential design and siting issues. The acceptability of modifications to
any of the guidelines will need to be demonstrated to, and approved by, the Council after
consultation with the principal Any will only be considered
where site−specific issues warrant special consideration or where a variation can be
demonstrated to achieve contemporary best practice in residential planning, design and
development. The assessment of such modifications would be based on the intents and
performance criteria specified in the Southern Golf Residential Precinct Plan.

Figures ,5b and Sector Plan Maps, show the Proposed Plan of Subdivision and key
design and siting controls for the various lots within Residential Sector Sixty. As
required by clause 2.4.8 of the DCP, Figures and must also show indicatively
the nature of intended development for urban residential land within 100 of the
sector boundaries except for those of the sector which abut major roads or major
open space.
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8.1 Standard Residential Design and Siting Guidelines

Table provides a summary of the key residential design and siting requirements in relation to the
range of lot types proposed within the sector as a standard residential development. The design
and siting requirements in Table I for each lot type must be complied with in the development of
that lot type. These requirements must be read in conjunction with the development requirements
contained in this document.
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IMPORTANT NOTES ON I
The side setback distance to the second to ZLL the adjoins the

BUILDING SETBACKS

The minimum building setbacks outlined in Table I and illustrated on Sector Plan Map do take into any ofthe
land, existing or proposed easements, other underground services which require increased building setbacks.

2. The design of the development has taken into consideration the visibility at intersections and the amenity of the proposed
neighbourhood. Consequently, for the purposes of the Building Regulations (i.e. truncations setbacks), further
application for truncation setbacks is not required, provided that the setback specifically dimensioned and referenced on the
Sector Plan Map (figures 5a,5b and 5c) is complied

3. Where a lot fronts a park, the Sector Plan Map may nominate that the garage is to be set back a minimum of 5.5 metres from the
property boundary to additional space for on−site visitor car parking in lieu of the standard on−street parking provision.

4. Where a setback is dimensioned and referenced on the Sector Plan Map (figures 5a. and the Sector Plan Map
requirement will prevail Table
On Traditional and Premium Traditional lots, unenclosed spaces such as verandahs, terraces, balconies, pergolas may project into
the front setback by a maximum distance of 1.5 metres the outermost projection is no closer than 3 metres from the front
boundary. An additional setback to the garage in required per note 2(d).

2. CAR PARKING PROVISION

(a) At least one on−site space is to be
(b) A single storey dwelling on a Cottage, Villa, Medium Density — Town Villa lot are only permitted have a single width garage,

however, a second covered car space may be provided in a garage arrangement
(c) Where a single garage is proposed on any lot, a front setback of 5.5 metres is required for the garage.
(d) Where a third parking space is required (i.e. for Premium Traditional lots), the minimum front setback double will

be 4.5 metres.
(e) On−street car parking is to be provided at the rate of one space per two lots.

3. BUILDING SITE COVERAGE

(a) Except for Premium Traditional lots, pergolas, gazebos, shade structures and other leisure and recreational purpose areas
(whether fully roofed or not) permitted as additional building site coverage to a further o f 10% of the total site area.

3. BUILDING

dwelling on a Patio lot may be one or two storeys.
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The summary of requirements in Table I are expanded below and the following are to be satisfied.

8.1.1 Dwelling

I The maximum building height is ten (10) metres measured from the natural
ground level to the top of the roof

.2 The maximum number of storeys is two (2). Attics which are wholly contained
within the roof space are not defined as a storey.

.3 Where a two storey dwelling is proposed, the upper storey must extend for at
least 50% of the total width of the dwelling (including the garage and verandahs)
as viewed from all street frontage.

A dwelling on a Patio lot one or two storeys.

8.1.2 Treatment

All lots are required to present appropriate rooms and windows to the street,
according to the lot type as listed below:
(i) Where the site frontage is 18.0 metres or greater, dwellings required

to satisfy one of the following:
(a) Two habitable rooms and windows facing the street; or
(b) One or more habitable rooms which comprise a minimum

internal width of 5.4 metres (excluding the width of the entry
foyer), to be measured in the same plane as the front alignment of
the garage. Significant glazing must be provided to this frontage
proportional to the size of the room provided.

(ii) the site frontage is less than 18.0 metres with one or more
habitable rooms; significant glazing must be provided to this frontage
proportional to the size of the room provided.

(iii) Where a two−storey dwelling is proposed, the requirement for habitable
rooms and windows must also be either fully or partly satisfied on the
second storey.

North Lakes Development Page 18 of 51
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8.1.3 Entry

Front for all dwellings must incorporate at least one of the following
design elements:

(i) A verandah with a minimum area of and minimum depth of
metres, or

(ii) An entry portico with a minimum area of and minimum depth of
1.5 metres.

.2 Where the site frontage is 18.0 metres or greater, unless the contains a
step of a minimum depth of (excluding the step at the garage), the
following elements will be required in addition to clause

(i) An entry portico and verandah with a minimum depth of and a
total minimum (the element provided under clause 8.1.3.1
may be included as part of this total area), or

(ii) A front verandah with a minimum depth of metres for the
length of the frontage of the dwelling (not including the garage).

(iii) An entry portico with columns that have a minimum width
and recess the doorway a minimum of 230mm.

.3 For lots fronting and having a common boundary with a secondary street, park,
lake, or containing dual street frontage the facing these features must
mimic the design features and detail of the main of the dwelling, (i.e.
through replicating the design, scale and dimension of roof style, windows and
verandahs).

.4 A minimum of 10% of the area of each dwelling (including garage or
carport) facing the street or public area must be either windows or glass. This
includes facades to lakes, parks and secondary street frontages to dwellings on

lots.

.5 All entrance foyers must include either sidelight or highlight windows in the
entry alcove. The only exceptions are as follows:

(i) On all other lots where one large door with integrated glazing is used
(the door is to be a minimum of wide and contain no less than
20% of the door area as glazing.)

(ii) On all other lots where a set of double doors is provided.
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8.1.4 Roof Form

.3

A minimum roof pitch of 25 degrees is to apply for all lot types.

Innovative roof designs incorporating curved, flat or skillion elements will be
assessed on their individual architectural merits by Council in consultation with
the principal developer.

A skillion roof is permitted on a two storey dwelling provided the roof design
includes the following elements:

(iii)

(iv)

The roof pitch is a minimum of 15
A minimum of two roof planes are required. i.e. One continuous roof
plane across the entire width of the dwelling is not A
separate portico or verandah roof will be considered as a separate roof
plane;
Overhangs/eaves not less than (excluding gutters) are to be
incorporated except where a zero lot line has been utilised; and
Articulation and variation of materials used for the external walls.

.4 Where a skillion roof is proposed on a single dwelling, the roof design
will be assessed on its individual architectural merit by Council in consultation
with the principal developer. As a guide, the following elements should be
considered:

(iv)

The roof pitch is a minimum of 15 degrees and it must be demonstrated
that the skillion roof has a similar ridge height to that which would be
achieved with a 25 degree pitch
A minimum of two roof planes are required. i.e. One continuous roof
plane across the entire width of the dwelling is not permitted. A
separate portico or verandah roof will be considered as a separate roof
plane;

two roof planes form a clerestory or similar, the height of this
feature is to be in the order of 00mm;
Overhangs/eaves not less than 600mm (excluding gutters) are to be
incorporated except where a zero lot line has been utilised; and
Articulation and variation of materials used for the external walls.

.5 A flat roof is permitted on single storey dwellings on Traditional and
Premium Traditional lots and on two storey dwellings on Courtyard,
Traditional and Premium Traditional lots, provided the architectural design
is submitted for prior peer review and approval by the Council in
consultation with the principal developer and includes the following
elements:

(i) The flat roof house style is to comply with all other relevant design and
siting requirements of the Sector Plan.

North Lakes Development Page 20 of
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(ii) The flat roof house style is not to be developed side by side and must
not exceed 2 of any 5 adjacent houses within the streetscape, so as not
to dominate the streetscape.

(iii) For lots fronting and having a common boundary with a secondary
street, park, lake, or containing dual street frontage, the facing
these features must include the same design features and detail of the
main of the dwelling. The side facade is to replicate the
design, scale and dimension of roof style, stepping, setbacks, windows
and verandah's o f the front facade). In particular, a parapet is to screen
the flat roof form viewed from the public domain.

(iv) Materials and finishes should be of a high standard with a minimum
finish of render and paint or contemporary equivalent. Bagged
finish is not acceptable). Colours should be a mix of subdued earthy
tones. Use of singular colours or white or bright colours is to be
avoided). White or bright roof colours are not to be used on flat roofs to
avoid issues of glare or reflection to the upper levels of houses in the
immediate surrounds.

.6 Where a flat roof is proposed the architectural design will be assessed by the
Council on its individual architectural merit in consultation with the principal
developer. As a guide the following elements should be considered:

(i) The flat roof must form an essential and integral component of the
architectural design. The architectural design must demonstrate a high
standard of contemporary urban design, present a uniform, distinct and
meritorious theme and incorporate a high standard of materials and
finishes. Flat roofs included as a mixture of design themes or roof
forms, a singular feature, or as a building cost reduction measure will not
be supported).

(ii) The is to contain detail by way materials
and colours to avoid a singular emphasis of the or the roof form

Avoid a stark appearance). Incorporation embellishments, frieze,
external screens and/or segmented window frames are likely to assist in
this regard.

(iii) Feature panels or finishes to the should inter−relate with the
function, detail, materials and colours of the overall architectural design.

Avoid a singular feature or finish out of context).
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Where dispute arises upon the merit of the architectural design, the Council will defer
to an independent peer review, at the discretion of the Council and the cost of
the applicant.
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8.1.5

The garage requirements for each lot are summarised in the below table. It is
noted that additional provisions are included under Table I regarding parking

Patio Villa and Premium Villa and Courtyard Traditional
Medium Density Medium Premium Courtyard Premium Traditional
− Town Villa Town Premium Villa

I 2 1 2 storey I storey 2 storey I storey 2 storey I storey 2 storey

Single
Garage

Double
Garage

Single garage − minimum setback of 5.5 metres
Garage
Setback

Double garage − minimum of 3.9 metres.

storey section extend over no less than 50% o f the garage

.2 All garages and carports must:

(i) Be set back a minimum 900mm from the front building line (the front
building line is a line containing no less than 3.4 metres of the dwelling
excluding unenclosed or where a two section extends over
no less than 50% of the garage, the garage may be in line with second
floor;

(ii) Occupy no more than 55% of the length of the frontage of single
and

(iii) Incorporating a tilt up, panel lift doors or single roller doors. Double
roller doors will be considered on their architectural merit where they
complement the design of the dwelling.

.3 Triple garages are only permitted on two homes on lots with a
minimum 20m frontage and must have:

(i) One parking bay and door integrated within the front where a two
section extends over no less than 100% of the width of this garage,

the garage may be in line with second floor;
(ii) All other garage doors set back a minimum from the front

building line (the front building line is a line containing no less than 3.4
metres of the dwelling excluding unenclosed spaces).
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8.1.6 Building Colours and Materials

Bright colours, highly reflective finishes (e.g. unfinished and colours
and finishes which are otherwise unsympathetic (e.g. discordant patterns) are
not permitted as major colours for roof, wall, garage door and other major
vertical surfaces such as front courtyard walls and secondary street frontage
walls.

.2 Roof, wall and garage door colours are to be selected to be complementary.

.3 Gutters and downpipes are to be prefinished or painted to match the dwelling,
or to provide appropriate colour accents.

.4 The major wall materials are to be one or a combination of the following:

(i) Rendered painted masonry or bagged and painted
(ii) Fibre cement with rendered and painted textured finish;
(iii) Painted or stained weatherboard; or
(iv) Stone or prefinished materials provided they have a natural appearance.

Other materials are to be considered on their merits by Council in consultation
with the principal developer and, if acceptable, are to be recorded in Council's
North Lakes Register Alternative Acceptable Design Solutions'.

Where a wall extends to underside of eaves in a gabled roof or where the
roof design incorporates a gable, it is to be treated as a wall extension element
rather than a roof gable for the purpose of building material selection. Fibre
cement cladding used as a minor element to this part o f the wall or gable is
therefore required to be rendered.

6 The materials and colours to be used to infill above windows and doors on a
facing a street or public area be the same and colours

used on the remainder of that

Roofing materials are limited to the following:

(i) Corrugated prefinished and coloured metal sheets (e.g. colorbond); or
(ii) Flat (slate) concrete profile tiles.

8.1.7 Building Controls

Site coverage, as specified for each lot type in Table 1, is defined as that portion
of a site covered by a building (including garages), fixed structure, or outdoor
storage area, but not including unroofed parking areas and roof eaves. Pergolas,
gazebos, verandahs, shade structures and other leisure and recreational purpose
areas (whether roofed or not) are included in site coverage. Except for
Premium Traditional lots, a further 10% building site cover is permitted to
accommodate the above semi−enclosed outdoor structures, thereby permitting a
maximum of
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8.1.8 Building Setbacks

Building setbacks for lots must comply with the setback requirements of Table
(unless dimensioned otherwise on the Sector Plan Map).

.2 One (for single storey or ground of two storey buildings)

Notwithstanding Section 8.1.8.1 for Traditional and Premium
Traditional lots, unenclosed spaces such as verandahs, terraces,
balconies, and pergolas may project into the front setback by a
maximum distance of 1.5 metres provided the outermost projection is
no closer than 3 metres from the front boundary.

(ii) Garage setbacks are outlined in Section

(iii) Where a six (6) metre setback is required a portion of the dwelling may
extend to an absolute minimum rear setback of three (3) metres (except
for these lots with the sewer easement) where the portion of the
dwelling (including patios, verandahs and pergolas) located between
the six (6) metre and (3) metre rear setback zone is not permitted
to exceed 60% of the lot width measured across the rear boundary.

(iv) Side entry canopies or gateway structures over dwelling entries are
permitted within the side boundary setback

(v) Eaves excluding gutters are permitted to extend up to 600mm within
setback areas (other than where buildings are built to a zero lot line
boundary), provided that a minimum side boundary clearance from
eaves and gutters of is provided.

(vi) Setbacks other than a zero lot line are to ensure unrestricted pedestrian
access around the dwelling.

(vii) Lots with the sewer easement shall maintain a 6 metre setback where
the sewer is deeper than 3 metres.

.3 Second

The front and rear setbacks and the setback to a secondary street
frontage (corner lots) for each lot type nominated on the Sector Plan
Map are to comply with the setback requirements specified in Clauses
8.1.8.1, (i) − (iii) and Section 8.1.8.4.

(ii) The second storey setback to a secondary street frontage is to be two (2)
for a courtyard lot.
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.4 Zero Lot Line Boundary Requirements

Where lots have a mandatory zero lot line nominated on the Sector Plan
Map, an external wall of the dwelling must be built to this boundary.
The balance of any dwelling not built to this boundary must comply
with the relevant side setback requirement for that lot type.

(ii) Where a non−mandatory zero lot line nominated on the Sector Plan
Map is not utilised (or for the balance of any dwelling not built to this
boundary) on a Traditional, Premium Courtyard, Courtyard or Patio lot,
it must comply with the relevant side setback requirement for that lot
type.

(iii) Notwithstanding Section above, a side garage wall
(maximum 9 metres in length with no openings) may be built a
minimum of metre from an unutilised zero lot line boundary on a
Courtyard lot only.

(iv) Walls built to a mandatory or non−mandatory zero lot line boundary are
to be constructed with materials and finishes consistent with the
balance of the dwelling extending 150mm below the anticipated level
of the adjacent lot's platform in accordance with Council's
requirements.

(v) A building built to a zero lot line boundary must have a minimum
length of wall on this boundary of six (6) metres. The maximum length
of wall that can be built to a zero lot line boundary is 60% of the length
of the nominated boundary.

(vi) Where an internal courtyard is incorporated on the zero lot line
boundary, a courtyard fence to the height of 1.8 metres must be
constructed in accordance with Section 8.1.10.7 or with the same
as the zero lot line wall of the dwelling. For the avoidance of any doubt,
the length of courtyard fence is not included in the minimum or
maximum wall lengths identified in Section 8.1.8.4 (v).

(vii) A zero lot line tolerance of up to 250mm is permitted to accommodate
a gutter overhang

8.1.9 Private Open Space and Landscaping

The preferred location of the private open space nominated in Table for each
lot type other than Premium Traditional lots is shown on the Sector Plan Map,
although other locations within each lot are acceptable having regard to the
natural features of the lot, desirable northerly orientation, view opportunities
and housing layout.
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.2 Major private open space is to have a maximum gradient of I in 10.

.3 All private open space is to be designed to ensure e.g. entry courts,
outdoor living areas or service areas must demonstrate a clear relationship to
the internal living area of the dwelling.

8.1.10 Boundary

enclosures and demarcations of the front property boundary, hedges,
earth mounding and landscape planting, are encouraged. Where hedges are
established to delineate a front boundary, gates may be incorporated, providing
established and vigorous plantings are utilised for hedges.

Front fencing is not permitted with the following exceptions:

(i) secondary street frontages on lots; or
(ii) screening to front private courtyards.

A wall or fence is required to enclose a front private courtyard must:

include side returns extending a minimum of one (1) metre behind the
front building line of the dwelling;

(ii) be a maximum of 1.8 metres high and be constructed of face
brickwork or rendered and painted masonry piers and base (minimum
00mm base);

(iii) include infills of complementary masonry, coloured metal tube,
painted or treated timber lattice or battens; and

(iv) not exceed 50% of the lot width.

Despite clause 8.1.10.3 where the lot is identified as a Medium Town
Villa or a Medium Density − Town Premium Villa the following additional
elements are required to enclose a front private courtyard:

include side returns extending a minimum of one (1) metre behind the
front building line of the dwelling;

(ii) be a maximum of 1.8 metres high and constructed of face brickwork or
rendered and painted masonry piers and base (minimum 400mm piers
and base);

(iii) include of coloured metal tube, painted or treated timber lattice
or battens set at the rear of the fence piers with a minimum of 25%
transparency;

(iv) Fencing between building line and side boundary is to be set back
metre from the front boundary;

(v) include dense or feature landscaping planted within the strip
between frontage and courtyard fence infills;

(vi) provide a screen to the frontage of the nominated bin storage area set
back a minimum of 2.0 metres, with dense or feature landscaping
planted between the frontage and the bin and

(vii) not exceed 50% of the lot width.
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Fencing on the secondary frontage of blocks must:

(i) be a maximum of metres high;
(ii) not extend for greater than 50% of the length of the secondary street

boundary if solid fencing (less than 25% transparent when viewed
directly on) is proposed; and

(iii) be constructed
(a) Painted or treated timber palings with capping and feature posts;
(b) Open style steel fencing coloured metal tube panels complemented

by hardwood timber posts measuring 125mm x 125mm; or
(c) a decorative fence as stated in clause (constructed either

with or without a

.6 Where zero lot line boundary is utilised, fencing is not permitted to be
constructed along the boundary adjacent to this length of external wall
(including when the 250mm tolerance is used).

.7 Solid pre coloured metal fencing is not permitted.

.8 All side and rear fencing (other than fencing referred to in section
must be:

(i) a maximum of 1.8 metres high;
(ii) constructed of treated timber paling; and
(iii) back metre behind the front wall o f the dwelling.

For the lots having a common boundary with a park or the golf course, fencing
along the common boundaries or golf course is to be:

(i) a maximum of 1.8 metres high;
(ii) constructed of face brickwork or rendered and painted masonry piers

(either with or without masonry base) hardwood timber posts;
(iii) o f coloured metal tube: and
(iv) any side fence must match the style, height and finish of the fence front

the park extending no less than metre behind the adjacent of the
dwelling.

10 Where the principal developer has constructed a fence, it must be maintained by
the owner to the standard at which it was constructed.

Vertical retaining walls must be no more than metre above natural ground
level. All earthworks greater than metre in height must be stepped with a
minimum 500mm landscape area between the walls. Retaining walls facing the
street must be constructed from stone or masonry to match the
Timber retaining walls may be constructed along side boundaries and rear
boundaries. Timber retaining walls may protrude forward of the front building
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line provided the wall tapers to meet the finished ground line at the front
property boundary.

12 An integrated front private courtyard fence and retaining wall is permitted,
provided that the total height o f the combined front fence and retaining wall
does not exceed in height. Alternatively, the front private courtyard fence
must be setback a minimum of .Om from the top of the retaining wall and
incorporated with landscaping to the street frontage.

13 A building or structure and any retaining wall on a lot is to be structurally
independent of a building or structure or retaining wall on an adjoining lot.

8.1.11 Driveways

One driveway is required for each lot, and must be completed prior to
occupation of the dwelling.

.2 Plain concrete driveways not permitted (eg. plain concrete driveway with
a border and/or motif only is not

.3 Indicative Vehicular Access locations are shown on the Sector Plan Map for
smaller lots, and certain traditional lots where special locational circumstances
dictate the need for more specific access requirements and must be complied
with unless otherwise approved. Other access point locations are acceptable
where:

(i) the garage is not built to a zero lot line; or
(ii) site specific issues warrant a different driveway location (e.g. as a

response to land streetscape works or manoeuvrability
requirements for vehicles).

.4 All driveways must:

(i) be no wider than three (3) metres wide at the property boundary for a
single garage or carport;

(ii) be no wider than five (5) metres at the property boundary for a double
width garage or carport; and

(iii) allow for at least 500mm of landscaping between the driveway and the
side property boundary.

.5 Driveways are to be paved for their width "car tracks" are not

.6 The maximum grade for driveways is 1:5 except for lots which have a single
garage, where additional carparking spaces are to be provided on the driveway,
a maximum grade of 1:8 is required. All driveway grades the property
boundary (not the kerb) to the garage are to conform with the North Lakes
standard drawings for residential driveway layout and construction. The profile
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of the section of driveway between the front property boundary and the kerb is
to follow the Council approved grade.

If a footpath has been constructed in front of your property the driveway must
abut and not cut through the footpath. The balance of the driveway between the
footpath and the kerb may be plain concrete to match the footpath.

If a crossover is provided and not used then it must be removed and the verge
and kerb must constructed at the owners cost, to Council's standard.

8.1.12 Lots Fronting a Park

Where a lot fronts a park, the Sector Plan Map may nominate that the garage is
to be set back a minimum of 5.5 metres from the property boundary to provide
additional space for on−site visitor car parking in lieu of the standard on−street
parking provision.

.2 Despite any other requirements for fencing in this document, fencing to a park
frontage is permitted to be 1.2 metres high only unless provided by the
principal developer.

.3 The principal address and letterbox location for the lot will be facing the street
frontage.

.13 Planting Requirements and Structures

Landscaping of the front garden for lots with a front boundary of 14 metres or
wider, or on blocks both the front and external side garden must include
the following as a minimum at the time of planting:
(i) 3 plants, each at a minimum of 2 metres in height, and
(ii) 5 plants, each at a minimum of metre in height, and
(iii) Garden beds mulched and edged, and
(iv) Turf to the remainder of the front garden area.

2 Landscaping of the front garden for lots with a front boundary less than
14 metres wide must include the following as a minimum at the time of planting:
(i) I plant, at a minimum of 2 metres in height, and
(ii) 5 plants, each at a minimum of metre in height, and
(iii) Garden beds mulched and edged, and
(iv) Turf to the remainder of the front garden area.

.3 Landscaping of the front garden for MD−V and MD−PTV lots must include the
following as a minimum at the time of planting:
(i) Dense or feature landscaping planted within the 400mm strip between

frontage and courtyard fence infill panels; and
(ii) Provide a screen to the nominated bin storage area, set back a minimum
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of 2.0 metres from the frontage, with dense or feature landscaping
planted between the frontage and the bin

.4 Lots which have a common boundary with the golf course must include the
following as a minimum at the time of planting:
plant, at a minimum of 2 metres in height, and

(ii) 5 plants, each at a minimum of metre in height, and
(iii) Garden beds mulched and edged.

8.1.14 Ancillary Structures

Landscaping

The minimum landscaping requirements outlined above are to be retained
and maintained to an acceptable standard.

.2 Letter box

The letterbox is to complement the dwelling.

.3 Sheds

Sheds greater than 9 square metres in area are to meet the building setback
requirements for all lot types. The design, appearance and materials of these
sheds are to complement the appearance of the main dwelling by meeting the
requirements for building materials and colours of a main dwelling (refer
Clause 8.1.6). All rain water tanks greater than in area are to be located
underground.

Unfinished metal sheds and rainwater tanks of any size are not permitted.
Sheds and rainwater tanks of any sizes are to be suitably screened from the
street, and park (i.e. located behind or to the side of the main dwelling, screened
by landscaping and/or side fence returns, etc.).

.4 Sails

Shade sails, with a combined area greater than are to meet building
setback requirements for all lot

.5 Pergola

Ground level open type pergolas may be built abutting any side boundary. No
part of any such structure abutting a side boundary is to be attached to the wall
o f an adjoining building.

.6 Signs

Signs and hoardings for advertising products and businesses are not permitted
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on residential lots with the exception of businesses being undertaken from
home within the definition of a detached house, approved home occupations
or display home signage, which may be erected with prior approval of
the principal developer. Builders/tradespersons' signs are permitted where they
are required on lots but only during construction.

Air Conditioners

Air conditioners are to be located below the eaveline and screened from public
view. Air conditioning units may only be above the eaveline if they
are of a low profile and coloured to match the roof colour.

Roof−mounted or unscreened wall and window mounted air conditioning units
facing the street or parks are not permitted.

.8 Antennae & Satellite Dishes

Internal or under the roof antennae are encouraged. An external antennae, if
required, is to be located towards the rear of the dwelling. Satellite dishes are

acceptable below the roof line.

Solar Water Heaters

Where practicable, solar water heaters are to be located on roof pitches which
minimise their visibility from public areas. Solar collector panels are to lie on
the roof and not be supported on a frame. Where practicable, storage tanks are
to be detached and concealed from view by locating them within the roof space.

10 Other Structures

Clotheslines, hot water systems, gas systems, fuel storage tanks, rainwater tanks
and meter boxes are to be screened or located away from any street or park

Unsightly Objects

To maintain an attractive overall streetscape, trucks, caravans, boats or trailers
are not permitted to be parked on lots unless they are completely housed within
a garage or screened from public
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8.2 Landscaping of Parks and Road Reserves

82.1

Landscaping is an integral part of the total design of the DCP area and
landscape development within the road reserves in this sector must be
consistent with the overall intent of the Landscape Concept Plan and landscape
design principles for the wider precinct.

.2 Landscaping within the sector

be predominantly native planting species;

(ii) unify the sector through planting type, texture, colour and hard
landscaping elements;

(iii) be in scale with the buildings and outdoor spaces;

(iv) create a comfortable and attractive environment;

(v) screen utility installations from public view;

(vi) ensure that planting effects are contextually appropriate within the
broader landscape strategy for the precinct;

(vii) achieve an aesthetic balance of en masse groundcover planting, shrub
planting and canopy tree planting;

(viii) address the landscaping of the various areas as shown on the Sector
Landscape Plan in accordance with the requirements of this clause; and

(ix) ensure that plant species are chosen which are different for the purpose
of creating visual and horticultural interest, they are nevertheless
compatible aesthetically and ecologically with each of the other species
chosen for the various areas.

.3 The species of trees, shrubs and ground covers used road reserves are to be
selected from the Plant List in Annexure B. Plants of similar characteristics
may be substituted for a species in the Plant List and other plant types may be
permitted, if approved by

.4 The Sector Landscape Plan (refer Figure 6) shows the areas of road reserves to
be landscaped based on the Proposed Plan of The layout and
location of planting areas and the like are shown in indicative terms only and
will vary as a result of detailed design development.
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Streetscape Design

The locations of street planting along the residential streets within the sector are
shown indicatively on the Sector Landscape Plan. This plan also shows the indicative
locations and alignments of carriageways and pathways which may be

8.2.3 Landscape and Planting Plan

The final landscaping and planting within road reserves of the sector, including
details on planting size, layout and density, must be carried out in conformity with
Landscape and Planting Plans prepared in accordance with the requirements of this
sector plan by a qualified Landscape Architect. These plans must be submitted to,
and approved by, the Council at the time of lodging a development application for
operational works or building works.

8.3 Signage and Artworks within Parks and Road Reserves

8.3.1 Signage within the road reserves of the sector must provide:

visible and legible signs;

.2 an uncluttered streetscape;

professional and co−ordinated graphics for the identification of different uses
within the sector (if required);

.4 signs compatible with their surroundings; and

generally simple, robust and low maintenance signage elements.

8.3.2 The location, form, scale, materials and colour selection of signage must be in
keeping with the residential environment and must not dominate the urban landscape
at ground level.

8.3.3 Works of high quality urban art, including paving patterns, water features and
sculptures, are encouraged. These artworks must contribute strongly to enhancing the
architecture and landscape of the residential environment, and achieve humanising
elements.
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9.0 Infrastructure Obligations of the Principal

9.1 Infrastructure to be Provided

The infrastructure required to be provided by the principal developer to serve the sector includes
internal and external infrastructure to be provided in accordance with the Mango Hill
Infrastructure Agreement 1999 (MHIA) and agreements made with the State Government in
accordance with the DCP. These obligations are summarised as follows:

All internal collector roads and access streets;

The provisions and timing of construction of the North−South Arterial Road from
Aurora Boulevard to the Boundary Road connection (and connecting with the internal
MIBA road network) will be completed by 2010, or otherwise in accordance with any
alternative findings from ongoing traffic reviews provided in accordance with Section
4.2.2 of the

.3 The provisions and timing of construction of the North−South Arterial Road from
Aurora Boulevard to Node D (and connecting with Boundary Road, Endeavour
Boulevard and the internal MIBA road network to the final standard of construction)
will be completed by the date Council approves a Sector Plan which allows for
development of 85% of the DCP area, or when required by conditions of development
approval in accordance with Section of the whichever is the sooner.

.4 The provisions and timing of construction of the North−South Arterial Road form Node
D to Node C (and connecting with Endeavour Boulevard and Discovery Drive) will be
completed to the final standard of construction by the date Council approves a Sector
Plan which allows for development of 90% of the DCP area, or when required by
conditions of development approval in with Section of the MHIA,
whichever is the sooner.

.5 Bikeways and pathways, including commuter and recreational bikeways generally as
shown on Figure 4, in accordance with the MHIA.

.6 Unless already provided, Construct the following roads including carriageways,
stormwater drainage, verges, bus setdowns, footpaths, bikeways, landscaping, traffic
control devices and street lighting. Any reference to initial construction in this section is
a reference to construction approved by Council in accordance with the rezoning
conditions and the MHIA.

9.1.2 Water

Construct internal reticulation systems to service all properties in the precinct.

.2 Construct a water supply network within the DCP area, including those sections
of the mains shown on Figure 8, necessary to service the anticipated demand in
the precinct; and
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.3 Provide contributions towards water headworks and bulk water supply in
accordance with the MHIA.

9.1.3

Unless already provided, construct all internal sewerage systems to service the
in the sector and make contributions towards sewerage headworks in

accordance with the MHIA, and unless otherwise agreed with Council:

I Construct the trunk gravity main TM4B from the connection point with the
internal sewerage system to the existing gravity trunk sewer main GTS4;

.2 Construct the gravity trunk sewer main from the connection point with
the internal sewerage system to the existing GTS4 as shown on Figure 7 −
Sewerage Headworks;

.3 Construct the trunk gravity main TM5 from the connection point with the
internal sewerage system to the proposed gravity sewer main

.4 Construct an Interim Sewerage Discharge Scheme to cater for sewerage
discharge until scheme in point 2 above is completed, if

.5 Sewerage Infrastructure to service demand within the Sector Plan area,
including external sewerage works required in accordance with the MHIA
1999, is to be constructed in conjunction with development of lots within the

Plan area. In particular, external rising main 2 and Pump Station 181
upgrade works as previously identified are to be provided.

9.1.4 Stormwater

Construct stormwater management works progressively in accordance with the
Stormwater Management Plans for Tributary B as approved by and

.2 Construct stormwater drainage systems to roads, parks and lots as required by
the and Council's Design Manual.

9.1.5 Parks

The requirements for park provision throughout the DCP area are set out in the
DCP and the MHIA and those areas of the sector to be provided as park are
shown on the Proposed Plan of Subdivision (refer Figure 4). The estimated
areas of each park type to be provided within this sector are as follows:

• Two Local Parks: and 3.
• One Linear Park:
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.6 Electricity and

Provide underground electricity distribution to all properties within the precinct
to Energex (or another appropriate supplier of electricity) and Council
standards;

.2 Provide public lighting to all roads, streets, parks and other public areas and
facilities within the precinct to Energex (or another appropriate supplier of
electricity) and Council standards; and

.3 Provide high voltage electricity services to service the precinct to Energex (or
another appropriate supplier of electricity) and Council standards.

9.1.7 Communications

Arrange for the installation of underground telephone communications services
for all properties in the sector.

9.2 State Government Infrastructure Requirements

9.2.1 There are no items of State Government infrastructure to be provided by the principal
developer in conjunction with the development of the precinct.

9.2.2 The principal developer must contribute towards the cost of providing kerbside
infrastructure associated with the public transport system. Such contribution is to be
in accordance with the agreement with the State Government.

9.3 Infrastructure Affected by Development

9−3−1 The development of this precinct may place demands on the following infrastructure:

Roads external to the DCP area and accessing to the precinct;

.2 Water supply infrastructure;

.3 Sewerage infrastructure:

.4 Stormwater;

.5 Parks;

.6 Community facilities;

Electricity and gas supply;

.8 Communications systems; and

.9 State Government infrastructure.
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9.3.2 The infrastructure described in clauses 9.1 and 9.2, together with the obligations of the
principal developer under the is required to mitigate the adverse affects on such
infrastructure.

9.4 How the Required Infrastructure Relates to the Infrastructure Agreements

9.4.1 The describes the infrastructure which must be provided by the principal
developer as part of its obligations to provide infrastructure, as envisaged by Chapter
12 of the DCP. The works described in clause 9.1 are the principal developer's
obligations under the MHIA.

9.4.2 Infrastructure Agreements have been entered into by the principal developer with the
Department of Main Roads and Queensland Transport. Any infrastructure
requirements of those State Government Departments relating to this precinct will be
provided in accordance with the existing agreements.

9.5 Program for Infrastructure Provisions

9.5.1 The principal developer will provide all the infrastructure referred to in clause at
times to satisfy the requirements of the which provides for the infrastructure to
be constructed to meet the rate of development in the precinct. Initial infrastructure
works are anticipated to be constructed by February 2009. The completion of the
roadworks where approved by Council will be as described in clause .1 and the
MHIA.

9.5.2 Except as described elsewhere in this clause, no other works depend on the provision
of this infrastructure.

9.5.3 Council is to use its best endeavours, including its powers of resumption if lawful, to
obtain all necessary rights to permit the construction of water and sewerage
infrastructure if such infrastructure is constructed on land to the DCP area
over which Council does not have such rights.

9.6 Water and Sewerage Demands

9.6.1 As required by the MHIA, the principal developer states as follows:

For the purpose of assessing water supply capacity, the estimated number of
Equivalent Tenements for this precinct is

.2 For the purpose of assessing sewerage capacity, the estimated number of
Equivalent Persons for this precinct is 150.52 EP.
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10.0 Assessment of Compliance with Precinct Plan Performance Criteria

As stated in section the design and siting guidelines contained in this sector plan are
considered by Council to be acceptable solutions which are consistent with the performance
criteria of the Design Guidelines and the performance provisions
of the precinct plan. Other design and siting solutions will be considered by Council on their
merits having regard to the performance criteria of the precinct plan.

11.0 Definitions

If a used in this sector plan is defined by the DCP the Infrastructure Agreement then that
term or expression has the meaning given to it by the DCP or the Infrastructure Agreement
unless the context otherwise required.
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ANNEXURE A

PROPOSED METES AND BOUNDS
DESCRIPTION FOR URBAN RESIDENTIAL AREAS

ELEMENT OF SECTOR
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PLANT LIST
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Annexure Plant List −
Residential Sector Sixty
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Annexure C: Plant L is t −
Residential Sector Sixty
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Annexure Plant List −
Residential Sector Sixty
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C

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE OF DEVELOPMENT
(URBAN RESIDENTIAL AREAS ELEMENT)

FOR THIS SECTOR
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE OF DEVELOPMENT (URBAN RESIDENTIAL
AREAS ELEMENT) FOR RESIDENTIAL SECTOR SIXTY

Purposes fo r which Purposes fo r which Purposes fo r which Purposes for which
premises may be premises may be premises may premises may be

erected or used wi thout erected o r used wi thout erected or used only erected o r used
the consent o f Council the consent o f Council w i t h the consent o f (Prohibited

(Permitted subject to conditions Counci l (Permissible Development)
Development) (Permitted Development)

Development subject to
conditions)

CO LUMN A CO LUMN B CO LUMN C CO LUMN D

Associated unit in Any one or more of the For land in a sector any Adult product shop
association with lot types following purposes on purpose not listed in Agriculture
3 (table 6.1 of the DCP) land for that Column A, D or included Air strip
Caretakers purpose or purposes on an in Column B but not Amusement premises
Detached house approved sector plan. nominated for that land in husbandry
Display home an approved sector plan Aquaculture
Domestic storage and Bulk garden supplies
recreation structures where Camping grounds
<8% of the site area Car park
Family day care centre Car wash
Local utilities Caravan park
Park Casino

Catering premises
Cattery
Cemetery
Commercial services
Communication services
Communication station
where of mast is
higher than above
ground level, or is attached
to a building and projects
more than that
building

premises
Concrete plant
Contractor's depot
Convention
Correctional institution
Crematorium
Cultural facility
Dairy
Educational establishment
Entertainment library
Extractive industry

depot
Funeral parlour

industry
Hardware centre

industry
Heavy vehicle parking
Heavy vehicle sales
Helicopter landing site
Hospital
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Purpose s f o r wh i ch Pu rpo s e s for wh i ch Pu rpose s f o r wh i ch Pu rpo s e s f o r which
premises m a y be premises m a y be premises may be premises may no t be

e rec ted o r used wi thou t erec ted o r used w i t hou t e rec ted o r used only e r ec t ed o r used
t he consen t o f t h e consent o f Counc i l wi th t h e consen t o f (Prohibited

(Pe rmi t t ed subjec t to condi t ions Counci l (Permiss ib le Development)
Deve lopment ) (Pe rmi t t ed Development)

Deve lopment sub jec t to
conditions)

C O LUMN A CO LUMN B CO LUMN C COLUMN D

Host farm
Hotel
Indoor recreation
Institution
Junk yard
Kennels
Licensed club
Lot feeding

Motel
Motor sport or shooting
Occasional market

Outdoor recreation
Outdoor sales
Passenger terminal
Piggery
Place of
Poultry

depot
Restaurant
Retail nursery
Retail showroom
Rural industry
Service industry
Service station
Shop >200m2
Shopping centre
Showground
Simulated conflict
Special use
Stable
Stock sales yard
Technology industry
Tourist facility
Transport terminal
Transportable home village
Turf farming
Vehicle hire depot
Vehicle sales yard
Veterinary clinic
Veterinary hospital
Warehouse

The provisions of the Supplementary Table of Development are subject to section 2.4.9 of the
DCP.
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